Dr. Robin Buckley
Professional speaker
Keynote
Conference
Workshops
Executive coach
Relationship strategist

Are you tired of offering keynotes and workshops which feel like a waste of time?
Are you looking for a speaker who captures your group's attention and engages them?
Do you ultimately want to hire someone who challenges your audience's old ways of thinking and
performing, and stimulates them to move towards a new, optimal level of functioning?

How is Dr. Robin different from other speakers?
Robin doesn't perceive speaking opportunities as a unidirectional exchange of information. Instead,
she works to incorporate the audience, bringing them in to engage with and dissect the topic. Robin
is motivated to inspire your group, challenge any unnecessary or dysfunctional constructs, and
offer your group a new framework to encourage the performance you want from them and that
they can thrive with.

Some of Robn's clients and speaking engagements:

drrobin@insightsgroup.net
603.247.4191

drrobinbuckley.com

Dr. Robin Buckley

Speaker • Storyteller • Coach

A Thread or a Tapestry: Creating a
new vision for powerful women
Why Powerful Women are Scary
Real Imposters Don't Experience
Imposter Syndrome
The Imperfect Nature of
Perfectionism
The Octopus in the Room: How to
coalesce all the arms of your
professional and personal life
"Just Shake It Off": Creating a
workplace culture which supports
mental wellness
Your Ally or Your Adversary: How to
control your brain for optimal
functioning
Marriage, LLC: Creating a business
plan for your relationship
Using Your Boss Babe Skills to Get
the Relationship You Want

Dr. Robin Buckley is the epitome of
excellence in her field. I was honored to be
in the audience for her keynote speech at a
recent women's conference and was awed
by her brilliance, her graceful speaking
abilities and tact for presenting. She is
simply brilliant, and she is so well suited to
improve the lives of so many people and
couples. Just listening to Robin talk leaves
you full of inspiration and motivation.
Anyone would be (smart and) honored to
have her as their guest speaker! - Heather
Stasiak, Training Consultant

Dr. Robin's keynote speech at the HER
Conference was inspiring, informative,
intellectual, interactive, and intuitive. As an
audience, we laughed, we cried, and we
grew. She took us on a journey of personal
and professional growth that was thoughtprovoking, memorable, and useful. In short,
Robin is a very smart and a very nice
person with important things to say and
relevant and engaging ways of saying
them. Not to be missed. - Iona Evans,
Attorney at Law

Presentation topics , format, and time can be tailored to the needs of your group.
drrobin@insightsgroup.net
603.247.4191

drrobinbuckley.com

